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TRAIL TREKKERS

Hike Statistics
Starting point: Visitors Center
Distance: 1.5
Time: Allow about 1 hour.
Grade: Easy
Suggested age: Tigers through Webelos.
Suggested Season: Anytime weather permitting.
Directions:
Golden Gate National Recreation Area, Marin cross the San Francisco Golden Gate bridge, Go
north on highway 101. Take the Alexander Avenue exit (second exit after crossing the bridge).
Stay to the right on the exit ramp to get onto Alexander Ave. Turn left on Bunker Road (a
brown sign saying "Marin Headlands Visitor Center" marks the intersection). Go through the
one-way tunnel and drive approximately 2 miles. Turn left onto Field Road. The visitor center
will be on the right side of the road. For GPS users, use the 2000 Bunker Road, Sausalito, CA
94965-2619 address
.
Hike Description
Start the Rodeo Lagoon Trail Loop at the picnic area. First cross the footbridge, heading north
towards Bunker Road. Go left towards the ocean, following the path around the lagoon. Be
careful; when the lagoon is full of hikers may find themselves close to road, so be sure young
boys keep safely to the trail.
Be on the lookout for migratory birds to identify, flowering coastal plants, and of course, poison
oak. When you reach the beach take some time to identify the multi-colored pebbles you'll find
there (namely chert, greenstone, jasper, carnelian, agate, and more).
Before you continue on the Rodeo Lagoon Loop, and if you have a couple of extra hours and
lots of energy, you can head south along the beach, take the trail up the bluff and explore the
batteries and bunkers you'll find up there. This would add a mile and a half and some steep
climbing to your hike by the time you return to the beach. If you don't have time save the
bunkers for a separate trip.
Return to Rodeo Lagoon Loop and continue to follow the path back to the picnic area.
Historical and Natural Features
Rodeo Lagoon is located in the Marin Headlands. Part of the Golden Gate Recreation Area, and
is rich in wildlife, flora and interesting geology; and not far away are reminders of both World
Wars and the Cold War.
Rodeo Lagoon was formed naturally by the action of ocean waves building up a berm of sand
and pebbles. Rain water and run-off collect in the lagoon where ocean water washes in to make
the water brackish. The character of the lagoon changes with the tide and the time of year, so
visitors enjoy returning often.
Migrating birds use the lagoon as one of their stops along their migratory routes. Brown
pelicans are common in the summer, and many kinds of ducks (mergansers, canvas backs,
buffleheads and others) rest there in the winter.
The pebbles on the beach are startlingly colorful. They include chert, greenstone, carnelian,
jasper and other kinds of stones. At low tide the south end of the beach offers a tide pool for
examining the surf habitat. Please remember not to collect specimens of any kind from the park.
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Guided walks around the lagoon start at the visitor center; call for information.
Other attractions in the area
The California Marine Mammal Center is located behind the visitor center. Visitors can see
rescued seals and sea lions recuperating from injury or illness. Up on the bluffs on the south
end of Rodeo Beach are many historic relics of the World Wars: bunkers and batteries which
once protected San Francisco Bay. Not far from Battery Alexander there is what remains of a
NIKE missile base (call the park to find out about tours). Also don’t miss the Light house which
is open daily.

